
Placing your fi ef
When you place your fi ef, you may rotate it any way you wish. You may always “test” your fi ef by trying 
it in different positions on the board before you must choose where to play it. 
When you place your fi ef, you must obey these rules:

1) You must follow the planning cards you played earlier in the round.
2) All parts of the fi ef tile must lay directly on the map, matching the lines of the hexagons, whether 

on land or at sea. You cannot place it on top of any fi ef tile already played. You may play your tile 
on the same spaces as rings that belong to the other players (see “The Wedding”.)

3) All castles must be played on land hexagons.
4) You may not place it over any barriers.

Note: Once a fi ef has been placed on the map, it cannot move and cannot be taken off the board. 
If you place two (or more!) of your fi efs so that they touch on at least one hexagon side, those fi efs 
become connected.
Important note: barriers only apply when you place your fi ef. Two touching fi efs are adjacent, even 
if there is a barrier between them!

Scoring points
When you score points, remember to move your scoring marker on the scoring track. During the 
game, you can earn points in three ways:

CITIES AND HARBORS POINTS SCORED
For each city or harbor you cover by playing your fi ef 3 If in a Flourishing Region
 1 If in an Inactive Region

DONATION TO THE CHURCH
If you cannot (or do not want to) play your fi ef 3

SEA LEAGUE
If you cover a total of 3 (or 4) harbors with the same symbol 10

Important Notes: You can create one Sea League in each sea area. You can only score points for each 
Sea League when you fi rst create it. In other words, if you increase your harbors from 3 to 4, you do 
not score those points again. The harbors that form your Sea League do not have to be connected. To 
help you fi nd the matching harbors, all harbors with the same symbol are connected by a sea route 
on the map.

The Wedding: a Fief of 1 or 2 Rings Instead of the Normal Fief
If you play your Alliance card, when it is your turn you can choose to take the Wedding action. The 
Wedding allows you to place on the map one or two adjacent rings, instead of your normal fi ef tile. 
Each ring counts as one fi ef.
To play a Wedding:

1. Discard your current fi ef tile to the box;
2. Take one ring from your playing board, and place it anywhere in your planned region;
3. You may choose to play a second ring adjacent to the fi rst one. This second ring may be played 

on land, at sea, and even on the other side of a barrier!
Placing a ring is the same as placing a fi ef made up of one hexagon. So, you score points if you play a 
ring on a city or harbor, form a Sea League, etc. However, rings may not be donated to the church.
You can place a ring directly on the map, or on top of a fi ef that belongs to another player. You may not 
place a ring on your own fi ef, or on a hexagon that already has another ring on it. If a ring and a fi ef are 
both played on the same hexagon, that hexagon belongs to both players for all purposes: the owner 
of the fi ef, and the owner of the ring. It is not mandatory that your fi rst ring is adjacent to one of your 
fi efs; but it must be in the planned region.

Important note: each hexagon on the map can only have at most 1 fi ef and 1 ring (of different colors).
If you place a ring directly on the map, then another player could later place a fi ef there. If this happens, simply pick up the ring, place the fi ef tile, and then 
return the ring to the top of the fi ef (taking care that it lays on the same hexagon!).
Hint: you only have a total of 6 rings to play for the entire game! You need rings to form Weddings and to play the King’s Privilege. Once played, rings 
cannot be recovered. Plan your ring use carefully! Any unused rings at the end of the game are worth zero points.

END OF THE GAME

After the 6th Round, the player with the Last Turn card on top of his fi ef deck counts the total number of cities and harbors still uncovered in the 
fl ourishing regions:
– if there are three or fewer, he declares that the next round is the last round of the game, and discards the Last Turn card;
– if there are four or more, he moves the Last Turn card under the top card of his fi ef deck.
In both cases, play proceeds as normal with the next round. If this is not the last round of the game, then the player with the Last Turn card repeats this 
check at the end of each round.

It is possible that the game will continue until all players run out of fi ef cards and tiles (not counting rings). If this should happen, then the game ends at 
the end of the round!

You should have been tracking your points during the game. To make sure no mistakes were made, we recommend that you recount the points for each player.

The player with the highest number of connected fi efs receives the Gonzaga token and scores 15 bonus 
points. In case of a tie, all tied players score the 15 bonus points. When you count the number of connect fi efs, 
remember that each ring counts as one fi ef. In the image to the right, the blue player has 5 connected fi efs.

Now, it’s time to reveal your hidden objectives! Turn over your card and count the number of cities shown you 
have covered with your fi efs and rings. These cities do not have to be connected. The points you score depends 
on the total number you have covered:

CITIES 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

POINTS 0 2 5 10 15 25 35

The player with the most points wins the game!
In case of a tie, the winner among tied players is the one who has covered the most cities and harbors.
In case of a further tie, the tied players rejoice in their shared victory!
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• A map of Europe, divided into six regions, each a 
different color, and six seas, separated by blue lines

• 16 scenario tiles, for different numbers of players, 
showing which regions of the map are fl ourishing

• 6 seals to mark the fl ourishing regions

• 1 Gonzaga bonus tile

• 1 Last Turn card

• These rules

• 1 summary card

• 16 hidden objective cards

• Playing pieces in four colors (red, yellow, green, and blue):

– 1 player board;

– 12 plastic fi efs, and
12 matching fi ef cards;

– 6 plastic rings;

– 1 scoring marker;

– 11 planning cards:
7 region cards (including one 
for the inactive regions);

 4 action cards
(Harbors, Cities, 
Alliance, and King’s 
Privilege).

Each region has four harbors (A) and four cities (B). Each city 
is marked with a symbol. There are eight different symbols in 
all. Each sea is bordered by four harbors, all sharing the same 
symbol and connected by sea routes. Note that the harbors of 
the same sea can be in different regions (for example, Mare 
Germanicum has 2 harbors in Britannia, and 2 in Germania).
The borders of some regions have barriers (C). Near each 
region is the seal (D) for that region. The map is covered with 
a grid of hexagons, which regulate the placement of pieces.
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CITIES AND HARBORS POINTS SCORED
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DONATION TO THE CHURCH
IfIfIf y yyyyooououou c ccanana nonott t (o(or r dodo n notot wwanant t toto) plplayayyyyyy yyyououour fi fi fi fi fifi fiefefefefeff 3   

SEA LEAGUE
IfIf yyouou ccovovererrr a a a aa t tototalal o of f 3 3 ((or 4)4) h hharararbobobb rsrsrsrss wwwwith thhe eeee sasasassss mememeeeee ss sssymbob l 10

NO: CANNOT COVER 
ONLY HARBORS WITH 

ACTION C!

NO: CASTLE
ON WATER!

NO: COVERS
A BARRIER!

NO: NOT ON
THE MAP!

WRONG:

CORRECT:

CITIES 000000  111 22222 3 444444 55 66666

POINTS 00000000  2222 55 1110000  111155555555555  2222225555555 3335555555

NO: FIRST RING 
ISN’T IN PLANNED 

REGION!

NO: SECOND RING 
NOT ADJACENT TO 

FIRST RING!

NO: TWO RINGS 
CANNOT SHARE THE 

SAME HEXAGON!

NO: CANNOT PLAY
A RING ON YOUR 

OWN FIEF!

WRONG:

CORRECT:

PLACING THE RINGS:

2 – 4 PLAYERS, AGED 8 AND UP

For centuries, the knights and ladies of the most powerful families have plotted alliances, investitures, and weddings to enlarge their holdings. Are you the one who will 
unite the greatest fi efs and rule the whole of Europe?

Between the thirteenth and eighteenth centuries, noble knights and gentlewomen weave plots and intrigues, forging and betraying compromises and treaties, all to 
gain power and expand their fi efs. The most powerful families control entire regions with a patchwork of alliances, investitures, and strategic marriages.
One such family was the mighty Gonzaga, the rulers of Mantua. Like many noble families, they aspire to the highest thrones. But they are shrewd: they know that success 
requires that they avoid open hostilities.
Using guile and cunning, can you piece together a network of allies, sea leagues, and fi efs to form the largest and most dominant House in all of Europe?

In Gonzaga, you are the ruler of a mighty noble family. Your challenge is to control medieval Europe by claiming your fi efs in the most valuable regions. All families share a common 
goal: to rule the largest possessions. But you each also seek to secretly control certain cultural and productive centers so you can dominate social and economic fi elds as well.
To win you must use your cards wisely yet swiftly – and be ready to change your plans at a moment’s notice!
Here you will fi nd an innovative game of strategy and conquest, with the depth and simplicity of the great classics.
Welcome to Gonzaga. Be sure you watch your back!

CONTENTS

Castles
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GOAL OF THE GAME

In order to dominate Europe, your family must create the largest and most valuable dominions. You can earn victory points by claiming cities and 
harbors with your fi efs, by creating sea leagues with control of harbors, and by donating to the church. At the end of the game, you can earn a bonus by 
claiming as many of the cities on your hidden objective card as possible, and by holding the Gonzaga tile.

PREPARATION

(Before your fi rst game, carefully remove the tokens from the frames.)
Set the board in the middle of the playing area. Pick a random scenario, based on the number of players (discard the others for this game). Place the 
matching seal for each of the regions listed in the scenario face up (i.e., with the golden ring) on their matching seal spaces. These are the fl ourishing 
regions for this scenario. Place the seal face down in all other regions. These are the inactive regions.

Choose a color and take all the matching pieces 
and cards. Remove the cards for the inactive 
regions and return them to the box. If you choose 
to play in one of these regions, you will use your 
inactive regions card. Put your scoring marker 
in the “0” space of the scoring track. Shuffl e all 
twelve of your fi ef cards and place them face 
down in front of you. Place your planning cards 
on the right hand space of your player board. Place 
one of your rings on each of the six ring spaces of 
your player board.

Give the Last Turn card to the oldest player 
(note that there is no advantage to holding this 
card!). Place the Last Turn card exactly half way 
down your fi ef card deck, i.e., under the 6th card.

Shuffl e the Hidden Objective cards, and deal 
one randomly to each player. Return all unused 
cards to the box without revealing them. You may 
examine your own objective card at any time, 
but keep it hidden from your opponents! You 
can keep it face down by slipping part of it under 
your playing board. Your objective card shows six 
cities (all three cities that share one symbol, and 
all three cities with a second symbol; each card 
shows both matching symbols). At the end of the 
game, you will score bonus victory points based 
on the number of these cities you control.

Place the Gonzaga tile beside the board. Keep 
the summary card handy.

You are now ready to begin!

THE GAME

Gonzaga is played in a series of rounds. Each round is divided into four phases:
1. TAKE YOUR FIEF All players must turn over the top card of their fi ef decks, and take the matching fi ef tile;

2. PLAN YOUR MOVE All players must secretly plan their moves and place their planning cards;

3. DETERMINE TURN ORDER Planning cards are revealed, and the turn order is determined;

4. PLACE YOUR FIEF In turn order, each player places a fi ef on the map and scores points.

1. TAKE YOUR FIEF
At the beginning of each round, you must turn over the top card from 
your fi ef deck. Find the matching fi ef tile and place it on the card.

(Many fi efs look the same. If you are not sure that you have taken the right fi ef, 
look at the number on the bottom. The number must match the “tens” digit of the 
card number. For example, fi ef 50 matches card 52. Fief 120 matches card 124, and 
so forth.)

2. PLAN YOUR MOVE
Now you must choose how you will play your fi ef by using your planning cards.
You have two types of planning cards: region cards and action cards. You must choose one of each type of card each round. The region card shows 
where you will place your fi ef, and the action card shows how you will place it.
Place your chosen cards face down in the left box of your player board. Return your unused cards face down to the right box.

How do I plan my move?
– Your region card shows where you can play your fi ef tile (all or part of the fi ef must be played in the region shown). Your inactive regions card allows 

you to play anywhere in the inactive regions.
 Important: You may play your fi ef on more than one region! But, you must cover at least one hexagon of your chosen region when you play your fi ef. 

You are not required to cover a city or harbor in the chosen region (though you may choose to). Any space will do.

– Your action card shows what spaces you can cover with your fi ef:

ACTION A – HARBORS

• your fi ef tile must cover at least one harbor
– but no cities.

ACTION B – CITIES, choose one:

• your fi ef tile must cover at least one city
– but no harbors; 

or

• your fi ef tile must cover only empty hexagons.

ACTION C – ALLIANCE, choose one:

• your fi ef tile must cover cities and harbors; 
or

• you arrange a Wedding.

KING’S PRIVILEGE: This card allows you to take your turn earlier than normal. When you play 
this card, you must also choose one of your other action cards and place it face down on 
top of your stack of unused planning cards. Place the King’s Privilege and your chosen 
region card in the left box of your player board. This way you have two cards in the box, 
just like everybody else, and no one will know that you are using your privilege card!

 Important: In order to play the King’s Privilege, you must discard one of the rings 
from your player board (see “3. Determine Turn Order”). You may not use this card if you 
have no rings to spend. 

3. DETERMINE TURN ORDER
When all players are done planning, it is time for the next phase:

• All players reveal their planning cards at the same time. If you played the King’s Privilege card, you also reveal the top card of your planning stack and 
add it to the left box, then you must discard one of your unused rings.

• Now take the face up cards from the middle box of your player board (which you played in the previous turn) and return them face down to your 
planning stack. Note: You can skip this step during the fi rst round, because no one has any face up planning cards yet.

The action cards determine the order you will take your turns. The order of actions are:

The King’s Privilege >> then Harbors (Action A) >> then Cities (Action B) >> and last, Alliance (Action C)

If more than one player has played a King’s Privilege card, the tie is broken by checking 
their other action card. If that card is also the same, then the player who turned over 
the fi ef card with the lowest number plays fi rst.
The number on the fi ef card is also used to determine turn order if there is a tie on 
the other action card types.

Example: Catherine has played her King’s Privilege and an Alliance card. Günter played a Harbors 
card. José and Piotr both played Cities cards. Catherine will play fi rst, then Günter. José’s fi ef card is 
number 12, and Piotr has number 83, so José will play after Günter, and Piotr will play last.

4. PLACE YOUR FIEF
During this phase, each player will act in the turn order you determined during phase 3. When it is your turn, choose which of the options of the action 
card to use, and place your fi ef tile on the map (see ahead “Placing Your Fief ” for details). After placing your tile, return your fi ef card to the box (you will not 
need it any more this game). Then, move your scoring marker on the track to show any victory points you have earned.
Finally, move your face up planning cards (including your King’s Privilege if you used it this turn) to the middle box of your player board. Leave these cards 
face up, so that everyone can see them. You won’t be able to use these cards on your next turn! You will return these cards to your planning deck during 
phase 3 of the next round.
You will have to plan carefully so you have the right planning cards available when you really need them!
You are not forced to place your fi ef tile. If you fi nd that you cannot play, (or if you choose not to) you may donate to the church instead. Place your fi ef 
in the church space on the board, and score 3 victory points.
After all players have fi nished their individual turns, the current round ends and a new one can begin. 
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Cards for the 
current turn

Cards from 
the previous

turn

Space for 
your planning 

cards

Spaces for your rings
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You can cover 1 city and 1 harbor, or 2 cities and 1 harbor, 
or 2 harbors and 1 city. Or you arrange a wedding and 
you play one or two rings (see “The Wedding”). You may 
not cover only harbors or only cities: you must use a 
Harbors or Cities card to do this!

You can cover 1 or 2 harbors.

You can cover 1, 2 or 3 cities. 
Or only empty hexagons.

Example: You are playing the “Colombo” scenario. The fl ourishing regions are Hispania, Francia, Britannia, 
and Italia. The inactive regions are Germania and Europa Orientalis. Place the matching seals for the four 
fl ourishing regions face up on their spaces, and place seals face down on the spaces for Germania and Europa 
Orientalis. Each player will have fi ve region cards in hand: Hispania, Francia, Britannia, Italia, and Inactive 
Regions. The Germania and Europa Orientalis cards are all returned to the box and are not used in this game. 
Note that you could play with different planning cards depending on the scenario.

When you reveal the King’s 
Privilege, add the top card 
of your planning stack 
and discard a ring.

Hidden Objective
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GOAL OF THE GAME

In order to dominate Europe, your family must create the largest and most valuable dominions. You can earn victory points by claiming cities and 
harbors with your fi efs, by creating sea leagues with control of harbors, and by donating to the church. At the end of the game, you can earn a bonus by 
claiming as many of the cities on your hidden objective card as possible, and by holding the Gonzaga tile.

PREPARATION

(Before your fi rst game, carefully remove the tokens from the frames.)
Set the board in the middle of the playing area. Pick a random scenario, based on the number of players (discard the others for this game). Place the 
matching seal for each of the regions listed in the scenario face up (i.e., with the golden ring) on their matching seal spaces. These are the fl ourishing 
regions for this scenario. Place the seal face down in all other regions. These are the inactive regions.

Choose a color and take all the matching pieces 
and cards. Remove the cards for the inactive 
regions and return them to the box. If you choose 
to play in one of these regions, you will use your 
inactive regions card. Put your scoring marker 
in the “0” space of the scoring track. Shuffl e all 
twelve of your fi ef cards and place them face 
down in front of you. Place your planning cards 
on the right hand space of your player board. Place 
one of your rings on each of the six ring spaces of 
your player board.

Give the Last Turn card to the oldest player 
(note that there is no advantage to holding this 
card!). Place the Last Turn card exactly half way 
down your fi ef card deck, i.e., under the 6th card.

Shuffl e the Hidden Objective cards, and deal 
one randomly to each player. Return all unused 
cards to the box without revealing them. You may 
examine your own objective card at any time, 
but keep it hidden from your opponents! You 
can keep it face down by slipping part of it under 
your playing board. Your objective card shows six 
cities (all three cities that share one symbol, and 
all three cities with a second symbol; each card 
shows both matching symbols). At the end of the 
game, you will score bonus victory points based 
on the number of these cities you control.

Place the Gonzaga tile beside the board. Keep 
the summary card handy.

You are now ready to begin!

THE GAME

Gonzaga is played in a series of rounds. Each round is divided into four phases:
1. TAKE YOUR FIEF All players must turn over the top card of their fi ef decks, and take the matching fi ef tile;

2. PLAN YOUR MOVE All players must secretly plan their moves and place their planning cards;

3. DETERMINE TURN ORDER Planning cards are revealed, and the turn order is determined;

4. PLACE YOUR FIEF In turn order, each player places a fi ef on the map and scores points.

1. TAKE YOUR FIEF
At the beginning of each round, you must turn over the top card from 
your fi ef deck. Find the matching fi ef tile and place it on the card.

(Many fi efs look the same. If you are not sure that you have taken the right fi ef, 
look at the number on the bottom. The number must match the “tens” digit of the 
card number. For example, fi ef 50 matches card 52. Fief 120 matches card 124, and 
so forth.)

2. PLAN YOUR MOVE
Now you must choose how you will play your fi ef by using your planning cards.
You have two types of planning cards: region cards and action cards. You must choose one of each type of card each round. The region card shows 
where you will place your fi ef, and the action card shows how you will place it.
Place your chosen cards face down in the left box of your player board. Return your unused cards face down to the right box.

How do I plan my move?
– Your region card shows where you can play your fi ef tile (all or part of the fi ef must be played in the region shown). Your inactive regions card allows 

you to play anywhere in the inactive regions.
 Important: You may play your fi ef on more than one region! But, you must cover at least one hexagon of your chosen region when you play your fi ef. 

You are not required to cover a city or harbor in the chosen region (though you may choose to). Any space will do.

– Your action card shows what spaces you can cover with your fi ef:

ACTION A – HARBORS

• your fi ef tile must cover at least one harbor
– but no cities.

ACTION B – CITIES, choose one:

• your fi ef tile must cover at least one city
– but no harbors; 

or

• your fi ef tile must cover only empty hexagons.

ACTION C – ALLIANCE, choose one:

• your fi ef tile must cover cities and harbors; 
or

• you arrange a Wedding.

KING’S PRIVILEGE: This card allows you to take your turn earlier than normal. When you play 
this card, you must also choose one of your other action cards and place it face down on 
top of your stack of unused planning cards. Place the King’s Privilege and your chosen 
region card in the left box of your player board. This way you have two cards in the box, 
just like everybody else, and no one will know that you are using your privilege card!

 Important: In order to play the King’s Privilege, you must discard one of the rings 
from your player board (see “3. Determine Turn Order”). You may not use this card if you 
have no rings to spend. 

3. DETERMINE TURN ORDER
When all players are done planning, it is time for the next phase:

• All players reveal their planning cards at the same time. If you played the King’s Privilege card, you also reveal the top card of your planning stack and 
add it to the left box, then you must discard one of your unused rings.

• Now take the face up cards from the middle box of your player board (which you played in the previous turn) and return them face down to your 
planning stack. Note: You can skip this step during the fi rst round, because no one has any face up planning cards yet.

The action cards determine the order you will take your turns. The order of actions are:

The King’s Privilege >> then Harbors (Action A) >> then Cities (Action B) >> and last, Alliance (Action C)

If more than one player has played a King’s Privilege card, the tie is broken by checking 
their other action card. If that card is also the same, then the player who turned over 
the fi ef card with the lowest number plays fi rst.
The number on the fi ef card is also used to determine turn order if there is a tie on 
the other action card types.

Example: Catherine has played her King’s Privilege and an Alliance card. Günter played a Harbors 
card. José and Piotr both played Cities cards. Catherine will play fi rst, then Günter. José’s fi ef card is 
number 12, and Piotr has number 83, so José will play after Günter, and Piotr will play last.

4. PLACE YOUR FIEF
During this phase, each player will act in the turn order you determined during phase 3. When it is your turn, choose which of the options of the action 
card to use, and place your fi ef tile on the map (see ahead “Placing Your Fief ” for details). After placing your tile, return your fi ef card to the box (you will not 
need it any more this game). Then, move your scoring marker on the track to show any victory points you have earned.
Finally, move your face up planning cards (including your King’s Privilege if you used it this turn) to the middle box of your player board. Leave these cards 
face up, so that everyone can see them. You won’t be able to use these cards on your next turn! You will return these cards to your planning deck during 
phase 3 of the next round.
You will have to plan carefully so you have the right planning cards available when you really need them!
You are not forced to place your fi ef tile. If you fi nd that you cannot play, (or if you choose not to) you may donate to the church instead. Place your fi ef 
in the church space on the board, and score 3 victory points.
After all players have fi nished their individual turns, the current round ends and a new one can begin. 
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You can cover 1 city and 1 harbor, or 2 cities and 1 harbor, 
or 2 harbors and 1 city. Or you arrange a wedding and 
you play one or two rings (see “The Wedding”). You may 
not cover only harbors or only cities: you must use a 
Harbors or Cities card to do this!

You can cover 1 or 2 harbors.

You can cover 1, 2 or 3 cities. 
Or only empty hexagons.

Example: You are playing the “Colombo” scenario. The fl ourishing regions are Hispania, Francia, Britannia, 
and Italia. The inactive regions are Germania and Europa Orientalis. Place the matching seals for the four 
fl ourishing regions face up on their spaces, and place seals face down on the spaces for Germania and Europa 
Orientalis. Each player will have fi ve region cards in hand: Hispania, Francia, Britannia, Italia, and Inactive 
Regions. The Germania and Europa Orientalis cards are all returned to the box and are not used in this game. 
Note that you could play with different planning cards depending on the scenario.

When you reveal the King’s 
Privilege, add the top card 
of your planning stack 
and discard a ring.

Hidden Objective
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GOAL OF THE GAME

In order to dominate Europe, your family must create the largest and most valuable dominions. You can earn victory points by claiming cities and 
harbors with your fi efs, by creating sea leagues with control of harbors, and by donating to the church. At the end of the game, you can earn a bonus by 
claiming as many of the cities on your hidden objective card as possible, and by holding the Gonzaga tile.

PREPARATION

(Before your fi rst game, carefully remove the tokens from the frames.)
Set the board in the middle of the playing area. Pick a random scenario, based on the number of players (discard the others for this game). Place the 
matching seal for each of the regions listed in the scenario face up (i.e., with the golden ring) on their matching seal spaces. These are the fl ourishing 
regions for this scenario. Place the seal face down in all other regions. These are the inactive regions.

Choose a color and take all the matching pieces 
and cards. Remove the cards for the inactive 
regions and return them to the box. If you choose 
to play in one of these regions, you will use your 
inactive regions card. Put your scoring marker 
in the “0” space of the scoring track. Shuffl e all 
twelve of your fi ef cards and place them face 
down in front of you. Place your planning cards 
on the right hand space of your player board. Place 
one of your rings on each of the six ring spaces of 
your player board.

Give the Last Turn card to the oldest player 
(note that there is no advantage to holding this 
card!). Place the Last Turn card exactly half way 
down your fi ef card deck, i.e., under the 6th card.

Shuffl e the Hidden Objective cards, and deal 
one randomly to each player. Return all unused 
cards to the box without revealing them. You may 
examine your own objective card at any time, 
but keep it hidden from your opponents! You 
can keep it face down by slipping part of it under 
your playing board. Your objective card shows six 
cities (all three cities that share one symbol, and 
all three cities with a second symbol; each card 
shows both matching symbols). At the end of the 
game, you will score bonus victory points based 
on the number of these cities you control.

Place the Gonzaga tile beside the board. Keep 
the summary card handy.

You are now ready to begin!

THE GAME

Gonzaga is played in a series of rounds. Each round is divided into four phases:
1. TAKE YOUR FIEF All players must turn over the top card of their fi ef decks, and take the matching fi ef tile;

2. PLAN YOUR MOVE All players must secretly plan their moves and place their planning cards;

3. DETERMINE TURN ORDER Planning cards are revealed, and the turn order is determined;

4. PLACE YOUR FIEF In turn order, each player places a fi ef on the map and scores points.

1. TAKE YOUR FIEF
At the beginning of each round, you must turn over the top card from 
your fi ef deck. Find the matching fi ef tile and place it on the card.

(Many fi efs look the same. If you are not sure that you have taken the right fi ef, 
look at the number on the bottom. The number must match the “tens” digit of the 
card number. For example, fi ef 50 matches card 52. Fief 120 matches card 124, and 
so forth.)

2. PLAN YOUR MOVE
Now you must choose how you will play your fi ef by using your planning cards.
You have two types of planning cards: region cards and action cards. You must choose one of each type of card each round. The region card shows 
where you will place your fi ef, and the action card shows how you will place it.
Place your chosen cards face down in the left box of your player board. Return your unused cards face down to the right box.

How do I plan my move?
– Your region card shows where you can play your fi ef tile (all or part of the fi ef must be played in the region shown). Your inactive regions card allows 

you to play anywhere in the inactive regions.
 Important: You may play your fi ef on more than one region! But, you must cover at least one hexagon of your chosen region when you play your fi ef. 

You are not required to cover a city or harbor in the chosen region (though you may choose to). Any space will do.

– Your action card shows what spaces you can cover with your fi ef:

ACTION A – HARBORS

• your fi ef tile must cover at least one harbor
– but no cities.

ACTION B – CITIES, choose one:

• your fi ef tile must cover at least one city
– but no harbors; 

or

• your fi ef tile must cover only empty hexagons.

ACTION C – ALLIANCE, choose one:

• your fi ef tile must cover cities and harbors; 
or

• you arrange a Wedding.

KING’S PRIVILEGE: This card allows you to take your turn earlier than normal. When you play 
this card, you must also choose one of your other action cards and place it face down on 
top of your stack of unused planning cards. Place the King’s Privilege and your chosen 
region card in the left box of your player board. This way you have two cards in the box, 
just like everybody else, and no one will know that you are using your privilege card!

 Important: In order to play the King’s Privilege, you must discard one of the rings 
from your player board (see “3. Determine Turn Order”). You may not use this card if you 
have no rings to spend. 

3. DETERMINE TURN ORDER
When all players are done planning, it is time for the next phase:

• All players reveal their planning cards at the same time. If you played the King’s Privilege card, you also reveal the top card of your planning stack and 
add it to the left box, then you must discard one of your unused rings.

• Now take the face up cards from the middle box of your player board (which you played in the previous turn) and return them face down to your 
planning stack. Note: You can skip this step during the fi rst round, because no one has any face up planning cards yet.

The action cards determine the order you will take your turns. The order of actions are:

The King’s Privilege >> then Harbors (Action A) >> then Cities (Action B) >> and last, Alliance (Action C)

If more than one player has played a King’s Privilege card, the tie is broken by checking 
their other action card. If that card is also the same, then the player who turned over 
the fi ef card with the lowest number plays fi rst.
The number on the fi ef card is also used to determine turn order if there is a tie on 
the other action card types.

Example: Catherine has played her King’s Privilege and an Alliance card. Günter played a Harbors 
card. José and Piotr both played Cities cards. Catherine will play fi rst, then Günter. José’s fi ef card is 
number 12, and Piotr has number 83, so José will play after Günter, and Piotr will play last.

4. PLACE YOUR FIEF
During this phase, each player will act in the turn order you determined during phase 3. When it is your turn, choose which of the options of the action 
card to use, and place your fi ef tile on the map (see ahead “Placing Your Fief ” for details). After placing your tile, return your fi ef card to the box (you will not 
need it any more this game). Then, move your scoring marker on the track to show any victory points you have earned.
Finally, move your face up planning cards (including your King’s Privilege if you used it this turn) to the middle box of your player board. Leave these cards 
face up, so that everyone can see them. You won’t be able to use these cards on your next turn! You will return these cards to your planning deck during 
phase 3 of the next round.
You will have to plan carefully so you have the right planning cards available when you really need them!
You are not forced to place your fi ef tile. If you fi nd that you cannot play, (or if you choose not to) you may donate to the church instead. Place your fi ef 
in the church space on the board, and score 3 victory points.
After all players have fi nished their individual turns, the current round ends and a new one can begin. 

32 4

Cards for the 
current turn

Cards from 
the previous

turn

Space for 
your planning 

cards

Spaces for your rings
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You can cover 1 city and 1 harbor, or 2 cities and 1 harbor, 
or 2 harbors and 1 city. Or you arrange a wedding and 
you play one or two rings (see “The Wedding”). You may 
not cover only harbors or only cities: you must use a 
Harbors or Cities card to do this!

You can cover 1 or 2 harbors.

You can cover 1, 2 or 3 cities. 
Or only empty hexagons.

Example: You are playing the “Colombo” scenario. The fl ourishing regions are Hispania, Francia, Britannia, 
and Italia. The inactive regions are Germania and Europa Orientalis. Place the matching seals for the four 
fl ourishing regions face up on their spaces, and place seals face down on the spaces for Germania and Europa 
Orientalis. Each player will have fi ve region cards in hand: Hispania, Francia, Britannia, Italia, and Inactive 
Regions. The Germania and Europa Orientalis cards are all returned to the box and are not used in this game. 
Note that you could play with different planning cards depending on the scenario.

When you reveal the King’s 
Privilege, add the top card 
of your planning stack 
and discard a ring.

Hidden Objective
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Placing your fi ef
When you place your fi ef, you may rotate it any way you wish. You may always “test” your fi ef by trying 
it in different positions on the board before you must choose where to play it. 
When you place your fi ef, you must obey these rules:

1) You must follow the planning cards you played earlier in the round.
2) All parts of the fi ef tile must lay directly on the map, matching the lines of the hexagons, whether 

on land or at sea. You cannot place it on top of any fi ef tile already played. You may play your tile 
on the same spaces as rings that belong to the other players (see “The Wedding”.)

3) All castles must be played on land hexagons.
4) You may not place it over any barriers.

Note: Once a fi ef has been placed on the map, it cannot move and cannot be taken off the board. 
If you place two (or more!) of your fi efs so that they touch on at least one hexagon side, those fi efs 
become connected.
Important note: barriers only apply when you place your fi ef. Two touching fi efs are adjacent, even 
if there is a barrier between them!

Scoring points
When you score points, remember to move your scoring marker on the scoring track. During the 
game, you can earn points in three ways:

CITIES AND HARBORS POINTS SCORED
For each city or harbor you cover by playing your fi ef 3 If in a Flourishing Region
 1 If in an Inactive Region

DONATION TO THE CHURCH
If you cannot (or do not want to) play your fi ef 3

SEA LEAGUE
If you cover a total of 3 (or 4) harbors with the same symbol 10

Important Notes: You can create one Sea League in each sea area. You can only score points for each 
Sea League when you fi rst create it. In other words, if you increase your harbors from 3 to 4, you do 
not score those points again. The harbors that form your Sea League do not have to be connected. To 
help you fi nd the matching harbors, all harbors with the same symbol are connected by a sea route 
on the map.

The Wedding: a Fief of 1 or 2 Rings Instead of the Normal Fief
If you play your Alliance card, when it is your turn you can choose to take the Wedding action. The 
Wedding allows you to place on the map one or two adjacent rings, instead of your normal fi ef tile. 
Each ring counts as one fi ef.
To play a Wedding:

1. Discard your current fi ef tile to the box;
2. Take one ring from your playing board, and place it anywhere in your planned region;
3. You may choose to play a second ring adjacent to the fi rst one. This second ring may be played 

on land, at sea, and even on the other side of a barrier!
Placing a ring is the same as placing a fi ef made up of one hexagon. So, you score points if you play a 
ring on a city or harbor, form a Sea League, etc. However, rings may not be donated to the church.
You can place a ring directly on the map, or on top of a fi ef that belongs to another player. You may not 
place a ring on your own fi ef, or on a hexagon that already has another ring on it. If a ring and a fi ef are 
both played on the same hexagon, that hexagon belongs to both players for all purposes: the owner 
of the fi ef, and the owner of the ring. It is not mandatory that your fi rst ring is adjacent to one of your 
fi efs; but it must be in the planned region.

Important note: each hexagon on the map can only have at most 1 fi ef and 1 ring (of different colors).
If you place a ring directly on the map, then another player could later place a fi ef there. If this happens, simply pick up the ring, place the fi ef tile, and then 
return the ring to the top of the fi ef (taking care that it lays on the same hexagon!).
Hint: you only have a total of 6 rings to play for the entire game! You need rings to form Weddings and to play the King’s Privilege. Once played, rings 
cannot be recovered. Plan your ring use carefully! Any unused rings at the end of the game are worth zero points.

END OF THE GAME

After the 6th Round, the player with the Last Turn card on top of his fi ef deck counts the total number of cities and harbors still uncovered in the 
fl ourishing regions:
– if there are three or fewer, he declares that the next round is the last round of the game, and discards the Last Turn card;
– if there are four or more, he moves the Last Turn card under the top card of his fi ef deck.
In both cases, play proceeds as normal with the next round. If this is not the last round of the game, then the player with the Last Turn card repeats this 
check at the end of each round.

It is possible that the game will continue until all players run out of fi ef cards and tiles (not counting rings). If this should happen, then the game ends at 
the end of the round!

You should have been tracking your points during the game. To make sure no mistakes were made, we recommend that you recount the points for each player.

The player with the highest number of connected fi efs receives the Gonzaga token and scores 15 bonus 
points. In case of a tie, all tied players score the 15 bonus points. When you count the number of connect fi efs, 
remember that each ring counts as one fi ef. In the image to the right, the blue player has 5 connected fi efs.

Now, it’s time to reveal your hidden objectives! Turn over your card and count the number of cities shown you 
have covered with your fi efs and rings. These cities do not have to be connected. The points you score depends 
on the total number you have covered:

CITIES 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

POINTS 0 2 5 10 15 25 35

The player with the most points wins the game!
In case of a tie, the winner among tied players is the one who has covered the most cities and harbors.
In case of a further tie, the tied players rejoice in their shared victory!

Game idea: Guglielmo Duccoli
Development: Roberto Corbelli, Domenico Di Giorgio,

Sergio Roscini, Andrés J. Voicu
Illustrations & design: Alberto Bontempi
Additional illustrations: Stefano De Fazi
English rules editing: Roberto Corbelli, William Niebling

Special thanks to Gianmaria Perugini, Nicola Lepetit, Roberto Piazzolla, Luigi Ferrini and Franco Ghisotti; thanks to all the playtesters for their valued suggestions.
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• A map of Europe, divided into six regions, each a 
different color, and six seas, separated by blue lines

• 16 scenario tiles, for different numbers of players, 
showing which regions of the map are fl ourishing

• 6 seals to mark the fl ourishing regions

• 1 Gonzaga bonus tile

• 1 Last Turn card

• These rules

• 1 summary card

• 16 hidden objective cards

• Playing pieces in four colors (red, yellow, green, and blue):

– 1 player board;

– 12 plastic fi efs, and
12 matching fi ef cards;

– 6 plastic rings;

– 1 scoring marker;

– 11 planning cards:
7 region cards (including one 
for the inactive regions);

 4 action cards
(Harbors, Cities, 
Alliance, and King’s 
Privilege).

Each region has four harbors (A) and four cities (B). Each city 
is marked with a symbol. There are eight different symbols in 
all. Each sea is bordered by four harbors, all sharing the same 
symbol and connected by sea routes. Note that the harbors of 
the same sea can be in different regions (for example, Mare 
Germanicum has 2 harbors in Britannia, and 2 in Germania).
The borders of some regions have barriers (C). Near each 
region is the seal (D) for that region. The map is covered with 
a grid of hexagons, which regulate the placement of pieces.
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CITIES AND HARBORS POINTS SCORED
FoFoFor r r eaeaeachchcc  c cititity yy y y ororororor h h harararbobor r yoyou u cocovever r byby pplal yingng yyouour r r fi fi fifiefefefef 33 I IIf ff inin aaa a F Floloururu isishihingngg RRegeggionnnn
  111 IIIIIIffff f f f f ininininininininini aaa annnnnnn nn InInIInInInInI acactitivevvee RRRRegegioiooonnnn

DONATION TO THE CHURCH
IfIfIf y yyyyooououou c ccanana nonott t (o(or r dodo n notot wwanant t toto) plplayayyyyyy yyyououour fi fi fi fi fifi fiefefefefeff 3   

SEA LEAGUE
IfIf yyouou ccovovererrr a a a aa t tototalal o of f 3 3 ((or 4)4) h hharararbobobb rsrsrsrss wwwwith thhe eeee sasasassss mememeeeee ss sssymbob l 10

NO: CANNOT COVER 
ONLY HARBORS WITH 

ACTION C!

NO: CASTLE
ON WATER!

NO: COVERS
A BARRIER!

NO: NOT ON
THE MAP!

WRONG:

CORRECT:

CITIES 000000  111 22222 3 444444 55 66666

POINTS 00000000  2222 55 1110000  111155555555555  2222225555555 3335555555

NO: FIRST RING 
ISN’T IN PLANNED 

REGION!

NO: SECOND RING 
NOT ADJACENT TO 

FIRST RING!

NO: TWO RINGS 
CANNOT SHARE THE 

SAME HEXAGON!

NO: CANNOT PLAY
A RING ON YOUR 

OWN FIEF!

WRONG:

CORRECT:

PLACING THE RINGS:

2 – 4 PLAYERS, AGED 8 AND UP

For centuries, the knights and ladies of the most powerful families have plotted alliances, investitures, and weddings to enlarge their holdings. Are you the one who will 
unite the greatest fi efs and rule the whole of Europe?

Between the thirteenth and eighteenth centuries, noble knights and gentlewomen weave plots and intrigues, forging and betraying compromises and treaties, all to 
gain power and expand their fi efs. The most powerful families control entire regions with a patchwork of alliances, investitures, and strategic marriages.
One such family was the mighty Gonzaga, the rulers of Mantua. Like many noble families, they aspire to the highest thrones. But they are shrewd: they know that success 
requires that they avoid open hostilities.
Using guile and cunning, can you piece together a network of allies, sea leagues, and fi efs to form the largest and most dominant House in all of Europe?

In Gonzaga, you are the ruler of a mighty noble family. Your challenge is to control medieval Europe by claiming your fi efs in the most valuable regions. All families share a common 
goal: to rule the largest possessions. But you each also seek to secretly control certain cultural and productive centers so you can dominate social and economic fi elds as well.
To win you must use your cards wisely yet swiftly – and be ready to change your plans at a moment’s notice!
Here you will fi nd an innovative game of strategy and conquest, with the depth and simplicity of the great classics.
Welcome to Gonzaga. Be sure you watch your back!

CONTENTS

Castles
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Placing your fi ef
When you place your fi ef, you may rotate it any way you wish. You may always “test” your fi ef by trying 
it in different positions on the board before you must choose where to play it. 
When you place your fi ef, you must obey these rules:

1) You must follow the planning cards you played earlier in the round.
2) All parts of the fi ef tile must lay directly on the map, matching the lines of the hexagons, whether 

on land or at sea. You cannot place it on top of any fi ef tile already played. You may play your tile 
on the same spaces as rings that belong to the other players (see “The Wedding”.)

3) All castles must be played on land hexagons.
4) You may not place it over any barriers.

Note: Once a fi ef has been placed on the map, it cannot move and cannot be taken off the board. 
If you place two (or more!) of your fi efs so that they touch on at least one hexagon side, those fi efs 
become connected.
Important note: barriers only apply when you place your fi ef. Two touching fi efs are adjacent, even 
if there is a barrier between them!

Scoring points
When you score points, remember to move your scoring marker on the scoring track. During the 
game, you can earn points in three ways:

CITIES AND HARBORS POINTS SCORED
For each city or harbor you cover by playing your fi ef 3 If in a Flourishing Region
 1 If in an Inactive Region

DONATION TO THE CHURCH
If you cannot (or do not want to) play your fi ef 3

SEA LEAGUE
If you cover a total of 3 (or 4) harbors with the same symbol 10

Important Notes: You can create one Sea League in each sea area. You can only score points for each 
Sea League when you fi rst create it. In other words, if you increase your harbors from 3 to 4, you do 
not score those points again. The harbors that form your Sea League do not have to be connected. To 
help you fi nd the matching harbors, all harbors with the same symbol are connected by a sea route 
on the map.

The Wedding: a Fief of 1 or 2 Rings Instead of the Normal Fief
If you play your Alliance card, when it is your turn you can choose to take the Wedding action. The 
Wedding allows you to place on the map one or two adjacent rings, instead of your normal fi ef tile. 
Each ring counts as one fi ef.
To play a Wedding:

1. Discard your current fi ef tile to the box;
2. Take one ring from your playing board, and place it anywhere in your planned region;
3. You may choose to play a second ring adjacent to the fi rst one. This second ring may be played 

on land, at sea, and even on the other side of a barrier!
Placing a ring is the same as placing a fi ef made up of one hexagon. So, you score points if you play a 
ring on a city or harbor, form a Sea League, etc. However, rings may not be donated to the church.
You can place a ring directly on the map, or on top of a fi ef that belongs to another player. You may not 
place a ring on your own fi ef, or on a hexagon that already has another ring on it. If a ring and a fi ef are 
both played on the same hexagon, that hexagon belongs to both players for all purposes: the owner 
of the fi ef, and the owner of the ring. It is not mandatory that your fi rst ring is adjacent to one of your 
fi efs; but it must be in the planned region.

Important note: each hexagon on the map can only have at most 1 fi ef and 1 ring (of different colors).
If you place a ring directly on the map, then another player could later place a fi ef there. If this happens, simply pick up the ring, place the fi ef tile, and then 
return the ring to the top of the fi ef (taking care that it lays on the same hexagon!).
Hint: you only have a total of 6 rings to play for the entire game! You need rings to form Weddings and to play the King’s Privilege. Once played, rings 
cannot be recovered. Plan your ring use carefully! Any unused rings at the end of the game are worth zero points.

END OF THE GAME

After the 6th Round, the player with the Last Turn card on top of his fi ef deck counts the total number of cities and harbors still uncovered in the 
fl ourishing regions:
– if there are three or fewer, he declares that the next round is the last round of the game, and discards the Last Turn card;
– if there are four or more, he moves the Last Turn card under the top card of his fi ef deck.
In both cases, play proceeds as normal with the next round. If this is not the last round of the game, then the player with the Last Turn card repeats this 
check at the end of each round.

It is possible that the game will continue until all players run out of fi ef cards and tiles (not counting rings). If this should happen, then the game ends at 
the end of the round!

You should have been tracking your points during the game. To make sure no mistakes were made, we recommend that you recount the points for each player.

The player with the highest number of connected fi efs receives the Gonzaga token and scores 15 bonus 
points. In case of a tie, all tied players score the 15 bonus points. When you count the number of connect fi efs, 
remember that each ring counts as one fi ef. In the image to the right, the blue player has 5 connected fi efs.

Now, it’s time to reveal your hidden objectives! Turn over your card and count the number of cities shown you 
have covered with your fi efs and rings. These cities do not have to be connected. The points you score depends 
on the total number you have covered:

CITIES 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

POINTS 0 2 5 10 15 25 35

The player with the most points wins the game!
In case of a tie, the winner among tied players is the one who has covered the most cities and harbors.
In case of a further tie, the tied players rejoice in their shared victory!

Game idea: Guglielmo Duccoli
Development: Roberto Corbelli, Domenico Di Giorgio,

Sergio Roscini, Andrés J. Voicu
Illustrations & design: Alberto Bontempi
Additional illustrations: Stefano De Fazi
English rules editing: Roberto Corbelli, William Niebling

Special thanks to Gianmaria Perugini, Nicola Lepetit, Roberto Piazzolla, Luigi Ferrini and Franco Ghisotti; thanks to all the playtesters for their valued suggestions.
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• A map of Europe, divided into six regions, each a 
different color, and six seas, separated by blue lines

• 16 scenario tiles, for different numbers of players, 
showing which regions of the map are fl ourishing

• 6 seals to mark the fl ourishing regions

• 1 Gonzaga bonus tile

• 1 Last Turn card

• These rules

• 1 summary card

• 16 hidden objective cards

• Playing pieces in four colors (red, yellow, green, and blue):

– 1 player board;

– 12 plastic fi efs, and
12 matching fi ef cards;

– 6 plastic rings;

– 1 scoring marker;

– 11 planning cards:
7 region cards (including one 
for the inactive regions);

 4 action cards
(Harbors, Cities, 
Alliance, and King’s 
Privilege).

Each region has four harbors (A) and four cities (B). Each city 
is marked with a symbol. There are eight different symbols in 
all. Each sea is bordered by four harbors, all sharing the same 
symbol and connected by sea routes. Note that the harbors of 
the same sea can be in different regions (for example, Mare 
Germanicum has 2 harbors in Britannia, and 2 in Germania).
The borders of some regions have barriers (C). Near each 
region is the seal (D) for that region. The map is covered with 
a grid of hexagons, which regulate the placement of pieces.

65

CITIES AND HARBORS POINTS SCORED
FoFoFor r r eaeaeachchcc  c cititity yy y y ororororor h h harararbobor r yoyou u cocovever r byby pplal yingng yyouour r r fi fi fifiefefefef 33 I IIf ff inin aaa a F Floloururu isishihingngg RRegeggionnnn
  111 IIIIIIffff f f f f ininininininininini aaa annnnnnn nn InInIInInInInI acactitivevvee RRRRegegioiooonnnn

DONATION TO THE CHURCH
IfIfIf y yyyyooououou c ccanana nonott t (o(or r dodo n notot wwanant t toto) plplayayyyyyy yyyououour fi fi fi fi fifi fiefefefefeff 3   

SEA LEAGUE
IfIf yyouou ccovovererrr a a a aa t tototalal o of f 3 3 ((or 4)4) h hharararbobobb rsrsrsrss wwwwith thhe eeee sasasassss mememeeeee ss sssymbob l 10

NO: CANNOT COVER 
ONLY HARBORS WITH 

ACTION C!

NO: CASTLE
ON WATER!

NO: COVERS
A BARRIER!

NO: NOT ON
THE MAP!

WRONG:

CORRECT:

CITIES 000000  111 22222 3 444444 55 66666

POINTS 00000000  2222 55 1110000  111155555555555  2222225555555 3335555555

NO: FIRST RING 
ISN’T IN PLANNED 

REGION!

NO: SECOND RING 
NOT ADJACENT TO 

FIRST RING!

NO: TWO RINGS 
CANNOT SHARE THE 

SAME HEXAGON!

NO: CANNOT PLAY
A RING ON YOUR 

OWN FIEF!

WRONG:

CORRECT:

PLACING THE RINGS:

2 – 4 PLAYERS, AGED 8 AND UP

For centuries, the knights and ladies of the most powerful families have plotted alliances, investitures, and weddings to enlarge their holdings. Are you the one who will 
unite the greatest fi efs and rule the whole of Europe?

Between the thirteenth and eighteenth centuries, noble knights and gentlewomen weave plots and intrigues, forging and betraying compromises and treaties, all to 
gain power and expand their fi efs. The most powerful families control entire regions with a patchwork of alliances, investitures, and strategic marriages.
One such family was the mighty Gonzaga, the rulers of Mantua. Like many noble families, they aspire to the highest thrones. But they are shrewd: they know that success 
requires that they avoid open hostilities.
Using guile and cunning, can you piece together a network of allies, sea leagues, and fi efs to form the largest and most dominant House in all of Europe?

In Gonzaga, you are the ruler of a mighty noble family. Your challenge is to control medieval Europe by claiming your fi efs in the most valuable regions. All families share a common 
goal: to rule the largest possessions. But you each also seek to secretly control certain cultural and productive centers so you can dominate social and economic fi elds as well.
To win you must use your cards wisely yet swiftly – and be ready to change your plans at a moment’s notice!
Here you will fi nd an innovative game of strategy and conquest, with the depth and simplicity of the great classics.
Welcome to Gonzaga. Be sure you watch your back!
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